Newsletter
Current project status
The Erasmus+ project team is sill working
intensively to achieve its project objectives. The
project partners from four different countries
continuously
exchange
information
and
successively achieve further milestones of the
project. The project partners were able to finalize
the supranational handbook, which has already
been published on the project homepage.
During the last weeks, the "best practice"
examples with their respective assignments to
selected quality indicators have been optimized
and finalized. These are also available in the
respective national languages of the project
partners (German, Danish, Italian and English). All
documents are available on our project
homepage.
In addition, we have started to plan the multiplier
event, which will take place on 2 September 2019
at the University of Cologne at the Chair of

Economic and Social Pedagogy. Many national
and international vocational education and
training experts were invited to attend and listen
to the reports of the experts within the
framework of impulse lectures from the Institute
of the German Economy as well as in a World
Café. During this event, all participants have been
invited to contribute critically with the presented
topics through their own experiences.

Outlook
In the coming weeks, the Good VET team will
develop a multilingual online tool in which
international education for refugees will have the
opportunity to evaluate their initiative according
to the indicators developed.
In addition, the work on the final project Report
has started and will be finalized by the end of the
project period.
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